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Abstract:- It is well known that laboratory applications 

are important in the study of Chemistry. But, a variety of 

laboratory applications have been overlooked in the 

current educational environment. In order to ful fill this 

gap, this study examined the impact of the Virtual 

Chemistry Laboratory (VCL), for students success. 

Virtual Lab refers to a digital coaching and mastering, 

environment aimed towards the development of scholar’s 

laboratory abilities. As one of the maximum critical E-

studying tools, they allow the students to conduct several 

experiments without any constraints to vicinity or time, in 

evaluation to the limitations of actual labs. Virtual 

chemistry right here refers to molecules which 

incorporates each covalently sure compounds and ionic 

systems in a laptop in place of in a laboratory. We 

attempt to expect houses of compounds using theoretical 

fashions which can be calculated or simulated in a laptop. 

Virtual labs and simulation is a powerful tool to have 

interaction university college students in energetic 

mastering. This paper gives virtual chemistry laboratory 

for college training development at Multimedia gadget 

Laboratory. Digital Lab includes lots of experiments that 

are achieved through using the real-time three-D picks 

and pre-rendered animations. Interactive laboratory 

activities are capable of decorate pupil’s information of 

chemical strategies and realistic skills. Which will make 

human-computer interplay greater interesting and 

productive, an lively pedagogical agent changed into 

brought to the interface of the laboratory. The value-

powerful strategies for the improvement of virtual 

learning surroundings are described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Now there’s a few struggle within the improvement of 

e-studying materials a number of the way of content material 

example and primary mind of present day gaining knowledge 

of concept. Maximum e-gaining knowledge of materials are 

nonetheless superior as a network of static hypertext pages 

every so often with Flash animation. At the same time 

modern studying idea indicates that students’ gaining 

knowledge of is increased whilst greater interactive and 

multimedia richness of the educational resources are used for 

lively studying. 

 

Existence of this struggle can be in part described via 

the fact that the manufacturing of instructional hypertext is 

simple and reasonably-priced manner. At the contrary the 

design and implementation of active getting to know 

surroundings is a hard task, more time-ingesting and 

expensive. Meanwhile many researches show that clean 

paperwork for example getting to know material aren’t 

powerful for coaching [1]. Furthermore, in [2] states that 

freshmen of the “videogame era” are orientated on excessive 

interactive and rich multimedia getting to know surroundings. 

Simulation and virtual fact software meet the above-said 

requirements within the exquisite way. Consequently 

simulation merchandise that can be used to assist and expand 

the lively mastering strategies have in recent times attracted a 

awesome deal of attention. In the natural sciences consisting 

of Chemistry, Physics and Biology, virtual laboratories can 

simulate actual-worldwide conduct in an exciting and 

intuitive picture surroundings to assist college college 

students gather new facts and skills thru learning via doing. 

 

This paper presents virtual chemistry laboratory for 

faculty training advanced at Multimedia gadget Laboratory. 

Virtual Lab includes several experiments which may be 

performed via the use of the actual-time three-d pictures and 

pre-rendered animation. The fee-powerful strategies for the 

improvement of digital learning environment are defined. 

 

II. DIGITAL EXPERIMENTS IN CHEMISTRY 

TEACHING 

 

Significance and advantages of virtual chemical 

experiments have been advocated with the aid of a number of 

Researchers. As an instance, in [3] it’s far mentioned that 

virtual experiments may be used to acquaint college students 

with laboratory techniques and processes previous to their 

laboratory classes, in order that they may be higher organized 

to behaviour the identical or similar experiments in a real-

existence chemical laboratory. It moreover permits college 

students to examine the devices of device, accumulating and 

assembling gadgets of the gadget, familiarize themselves with 

laboratory techniques and methods. It should be emphasised 

that virtual chemistry experiments are comfortable even for 

novices. Freshmen can perform such experiments that might 

be risky and/or expensive in a real laboratory. In [3] it’s a 

ways cited that digital experiments performing ought to help 

college college students obtain the abilities in recording, 

reporting and decoding records in a lab pocket book. Besides 

virtual experiments have to possibly increase talents related 

to manipulative and tool use. Besides, pc simulators in a 

digital chemistry laboratory inspire college students to test 

and feature some a laugh [4]. 
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Diverse strategies are used inside facet the development 

of virtual laboratories. Those approaches can be differentiated 

first of all via delivery strategies – net-based totally 

absolutely and CD-ROM-primarily based gaining knowledge 

of environment, and additionally via the kind of example – 

two-dimensional and 3-dimensional pics and animation. 

Besides in [5] digital laboratories are categorised steady with  

classes, relying on how they gain their information. Fact 

based digital laboratories have a restricted set of pre-

programmed facts in simulation. That is the manner how the 

bulk of digital labs currently paintings. Derivation based labs 

allow the beginners to continue with the experiments beyond 

those pre deliberate earlier than. The consequences obtained 

are primarily based on a mathematical version answer of the 

experiments. 

 

As an instance, in a virtual Chemistry Laboratory at 

Carnegie Mellon university there’s web-primarily based 

delivery and it is able to be dispensed as a self-contained CD-

ROM. In this laboratory there’s the instance of two-

dimensional graphical scenes and mathematical model of 

chemical experiments [6]. Virtual Chemical Lab (Brigham 

younger university) uses 3-dimensional illustration, fact-

based simulation and CD-ROM shipping [7]. Net –based 

Oxford university digital Chemistry Laboratory applies video 

for the experiments presentation [8]. 

 

Prospects of simulation are usually decided through the 

approach of delivery. It's miles obvious that two-dimensional 

snap shots is more suitable for net-primarily based delivery, 

while for CD-ROM, 3-D photographs and animation can be 

used with out economizing the resources. It's miles in reality 

well worth bringing up that pre-rendered three-D animation 

and video provide realistic instance and accurate visible 

quality. Real-time animation allows more possibilities to 

create 3-D digital truth environments aimed to imitate actual-

life laboratory. As a consequence, mixture of every pre-

rendered animation and real-time three-dimensional 

animations provide practical example of each seen 

surroundings and learner’s manipulation of chemicals in 

engaging in virtual experiments. This very approach changed 

into selected for the implementation of digital chemistry 

laboratory defined in this paper. Chemical gadget, system and 

complex chemical processes are supplied with pre-rendered 

3-D animations, but for simulation of glassware, chemical 

answers and the interest of beginners in the actual laboratory 

(pouring from one vessel into another, setting chemicals in a 

check tube, retrieving a solution from the shelf) actual time 

animations are used to simulate. 

 

III. VIRTUAL  CHEMISTRY LABORATORY FOR 

SCHOOL SCHOOLING 

 

In a digital chemistry laboratory advanced at 

Multimedia system Laboratory there are more than 100 fifty 

chemical experiments blanketed within the curriculum of 

college chemical education. The chemical experiments are 

carried out in a 3-dimensional simulated laboratory, which 

obtains all the critical chemical equipment, glassware (check-

tubes, retorts, supports, and so on.) and chemical reagents. As 

a way to do away with overloading the visual area of the pc 

display, the set of the lab device and chemical substances to 

be had to novices is located relying on the chemical 

experiment to be made. In some experiments – the ones are 

without a doubt bottles with chemical answers, in others – 

complicated chemical apparatus (fig 1). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Virtual  Chemistry laboratory 

 

Experiments are modelled using actual-time animation 

strategies and a learner may have interaction with virtual 

device in a way that is just like the actual lab strategies. 

Inexperienced persons can set up chemical equipment and 

perform digital experiments. Except, it's miles feasible to do 

the required measurements with the aid of the use of digital 

measuring devices or to alternate the parameters of the 

experiments. While appearing the experiment the learner can 

report observations inside the shape of «snapshots» with the 

help of digital image digicam, record and interpret 

information of the test within the «Lab pocket book». It is 

feasible to have a look at the enlarged images of the 

continuing chemical strategies in a unique «lens window». A 

learner’s steps through the lab approach are monitored with 

the aid of this system. The pedagogical agent, animated 

character «Chemist», gives important remarks and 

recommendations inside the speech or textual content-based 

totally shape. To ease the recording of components and 

equations in the «Lab pocket book» a completely unique 

software «Editor of Chemical method» is observed out thru 

Macromedia Flash generation. 

 

A “Molecular builder” for manipulating 3 dimensional 

illustration of organic and inorganic molecules is protected as 

part of the digital Chemistry Laboratory (fig.2). The use of 3-
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d model of molecules and atoms to illustrate phenomena in 

chemistry training is wanted to make certain all 3 chemistry 

statistics tiers: micro, macro and image [9]. To be able to 

make the behaviour of materials extra comprehensible for 

beginners we introduce molecular models as they assist 

visualize what beginners can not see. 

 

A “Molecular builder” suggests shaded coloration 

models in a cord body, ball-and-stick, and location filling 

spheres format. The molecule can be turned round in actual 

time by direct mouse drag. Numerous user friendly functions 

of the builder permit beginners to feature and delete atoms 

and bonds by means of clean clicks of the mouse. To amplify 

the usage of molecules version in chemistry teaching the 

builder gives the visualization of several electron orbital’s. 

Created with the aid of beginners model of molecule may be 

exported out to VRML layout if required and then taken into 

consideration in an internet browser 

 

 
Fig. 2 Molecular orbital builder 

 

IV. INTERFACE OF VIRTUAL CHEMISTRY 

LABORATORY 

 

The valid layout interface for digital laboratory is a 

difficult and responsible project. It's far important to provide 

direct manipulation for accumulating gadgets of chemical 

system and appearing laboratory techniques, in addition to 

provide a learner a suitable control and navigation elements. 

It might be thrilling to region all of the items within the 

simplest three-d scene inner common vicinity interface 

metaphor. Considering that in a virtual laboratory it’s some 

distance vital to have masses of glassware, chemicals and 

system to conduct experiments, setting extra three-d objects 

for navigation and manipulate will bring about overloading 

visible area of a pc show display. Therefore, inside the 

interface layout of our digital lab only those manage items are 

placed into 3-d scene, which are vital at the same time as 

performing experiments (for example, picture digicam to file 

the observations). All of the relaxation navigation and 

manipulate elements of the interface are removed to 2-d area, 

this is located on the borders of the display screen. It lets in 

us to growth the presence impact even as novices are training 

in the virtual laboratory. 

 

It's miles referred to that pedagogical agents, sensible 

lively characters, represent an important concept in new 

generation of analyzing environment [10]. Pedagogical 

dealers attraction to the learner’s attention, guide the leaner 

through the presentation and convey greater conversational 

and emotional indicators thru facial expressions and frame 

actions. Pedagogical dealers permit laptop interfaces to 

become more human or more “social”. 

 

All stated above resulted within the inclusion of 

pedagogical sellers within the interface of digital laboratory. 

Life-like character “Chemist” is found out in a actual-time 

three-d animation. “Chemist” monitors the learner’s 

movements within the laboratory and allows out even as 

issues rise up. Once in a while the pedagogical agent 

participates in sporting out experiments himself. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Pedagogical agent 

 

It's miles noted that believability is a key characteristic 

of animated dealers for studying environments and might 

boom college students’ motivation and time spent with the 

instructional software [11]. To increase believability and 

create the personalized look of a pedagogical agent, this 

gadget is capable of generate expressive body motion with 

the aid of enhancing the animation of synthetic individual in 

actual-time. Postures, agent’s head’s movements, facial 

expressions and hand gestures are blanketed in the behaviour 

of the pedagogical agent. It permits to make a better social 

touch with the learner and consequently offer extra powerful 

and attractive studying surroundings. 
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V. IMPROVEMENT OF VIRTUAL LABORATORY 

 

How turned into it viable to boom value-efficient 

studying environment, which encompass extra than 100 

digital experiments with immoderate level interactivity, a 

massive amount of complex 3-d gadgets (glassware, chemical 

solution and system), and moreover containing real-time 

lively man or woman? To reap this were used two modern-

day approaches for development of entire featured rich 

multimedia programs. The script-based definitely approach is 

used for example of immoderate-effect multimedia content 

material material and interactivity. This technique offers 

prolonged gadget to define the favoured shape of content 

material and consumer interaction with gadgets within aspect 

the digital environment, as well because it offers most 

flexibility for multimedia production. 

 

The script of presentation is written within the 

excessive-stage item-oriented language NML and is finished 

thru the engine NATURA, described above in [12]. To 

visualise the content fabric we used the technique based 

totally on the idea that several 2-d and three-d objects of 

scene are located in unique layers just like the layers of a 

“sandwich”’. Special graphical gadgets collectively with pre-

Rendered and actual-time animation can exist in every layer. 

When the very last picture is created on the display the 

“sandwich”, layers are blended with every exceptional taking 

in account the transparency. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Sandwich of layer 

 

Special algorithms have been advanced to lessen the 

calculations to replace the screen. It considerably improved 

the charge of rendering dynamic scenes. It's miles critical for 

modelling chemical techniques and for animation of the 

pedagogical agent. One of the principle troubles in laboratory 

simulation is visualization of methods in chemical solutions. 

To simplify the procedure of development a unique tool 

“Liquid modeller” become created, that allows to exchange 

the shade and transparency of the solution, further to 

sediments and boiling parameters, etc. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Creating an energetic and appealing reading 

environment is an critical a part of a achievement e-studying 

approach. Just like the virtual laboratory considered on this 

paper, such instructional software program application is 

frequently primarily based totally on rich-content material 

material multimedia simulation. Technical complexity and 

excessive rate of improvement are number one limitations for 

large growth of digital learning environments. New tactics are 

wanted a good way to resolve this hassle. To create such tool 

we advocate in this paper the techniques based totally totally 

on application of presentation engine NATURA with 

scripting language in addition to blended real-time and pre-

rendered animations. As it’s been proven the methods 

described allow us to create digital laboratory that is each 

enticing and effective. We believe that this technique may be 

useful for the improvement of various enticing reading 

environments. 
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